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seismowise is a small, lightweight open source software
solution for the analysis of seismic data at the researcher's
desk. it works with a range of standard gis and seismic data
types, such as wav, mp3, wfs, and native ras format, and it
provides a range of tools for post-field data processing and
3d volume visualization. fluxtone is a free software as well as
a service, that allows you to share your ideas. whether you
are curious about a peculiar noise or worried about your
children, go to our forum and share your stories. with our
software you can quickly analyze your audio recordings, and
find out a lot of interesting information about the sound you
recorded. results can be saved in text files. each drilling time
is logged in fluxtone including pressure, temperature, and the
tension of the drill pipe. we've added a "activity report" to the
software and it can also be viewed in your browser. the
"activity report" gives a short overview of the last few weeks
or the whole year. you can use the "activity reports" to plan
future work and identify any problematic situations. the
history can be accessed via file, a drill list, and a calendar. if
you create your own project, you will need a phrase planner
for each map. you can keep track of the placemarks in your
phrase planner, so you don't have to look them up later. our
software can add more than 7,000 phrases in just a few
minutes. the software can be used offline. thus, it can be
used by small companies to manage various subjects by
using a table or a diagram. you can manage the database of
audio recordings, audio sample library, song list, songlist for
each project, work list and many more.
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masw data were acquired on the top of the solid waste
landfill in order to map variations in the engineering

properties of soil/rock. the data were acquired using a
24-channel seistronix seismograph with 4.5 hz geophones.
software surfseis was used to process the masw field data

and generate 1-d shear-wave velocity profiles for
interpretation. electrical resistivity tomography (ert) data

were acquired along west-east oriented traverse lines with 5
ft (1.5 m) electrode spacing. the primary equipment included

an automated 8-channel resistivity meter agi superstingr8
system, several deep-cycle marine batteries, two switch

boxes, multiple ert cables with electrodes attached, a large
number of stainless-steel stakes and a laptop. software

res2dinv was used to process the ert field data and generate
2-d resistivity profiles for interpretation. ert data were

acquired along west-east oriented traverse lines with 5 ft (1.5
m) electrode spacing. the primary equipment included an
automated 8-channel resistivity meter agi superstingr8
system, several deep-cycle marine batteries, two switch

boxes, multiple ert cables with electrodes attached, a large
number of stainless-steel stakes and a laptop. software
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res2dinv was used to process the ert field data and generate
2-d resistivity profiles for interpretation. electrical resistivity

tomography (ert) data were acquired along west-east
oriented traverse lines with 5 ft (1.5 m) electrode spacing.
the primary equipment included an automated 8-channel

resistivity meter agi superstingr8 system, several deep-cycle
marine batteries, two switch boxes, multiple ert cables with

electrodes attached, a large number of stainless-steel stakes
and a laptop. software res2dinv was used to process the ert

field data and generate 2-d resistivity profiles for
interpretation. 5ec8ef588b
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